
Follow these simple steps and use BoomWriter to 
engage and effectively teach your students remotely

REMOTE TEACHING GUIDE

1 - CREATE YOUR BW CLASS & STUDENT ACCOUNTS
Easily create your class from your dashboard and the accompanying student accounts* 
for it using one of these options:

2 - INFORM STUDENTS (AND FAMILIES) HOW TO ONBOARD
Email students (and/or parents) their BoomWriter student login details or Google Sign-in code for access to 
their account. Be sure to also attach the BoomWriter Student Onboarding Guide that walks your students (and 
their families) through getting set up on and using BoomWriter.

* Student accounts only need 
to be created one time.

Once created, these students 
will comprise a specific 
class/group of students that 
you can then begin assigning 
remote learning activities to.  

3 - CREATE & START YOUR ASSIGNMENT
You’re now ready to create and start your students’ new assignment starting here from the dashboard:

(Sample)



*BoomWriter’s unique and anonymous peer review and voting feature
**BoomWriter+ feature

Title your assignment Title the section
Add additional sections 
if needed and at anytime

Enter instructions
(include links to

helpful resources)

Set your writing 
deadline (modifiable)

Opt to have 
section/chapter 

Voting* on or off

Opt to have Grading** 
“On” or “Off”

If Grading is turned on, 
select the desired 
rubric* 

Once grades have been 
applied, then share 
with students

Upload materials for 
students to reference 
from Google Drive 

Start the assignment or 
Save as Draft to start 
later

Enter requested 
vocabulary

Then select the type of activity you want your students to do:

Once the type of activity is selected, you’ll be brought to the dashboard to easily tailor the assignment’s 
settings to meet your students’ needs.



4 - SHARE ASSIGNMENTS WITH STUDENTS
AND LET THE WRITING BEGIN!

Once started, activities will 
immediately (and remotely) 
appear on your students’
dashboards.

And are ready to write!

Students receive 
their instructions:



Review student writing 
submissions, make revision 
requests and provide 
personalized feedback from 
anywhere…

YOU WILL LOVE TEACHING AND YOUR STUDENTS WILL LOVE LEARNING REMOTELY ON BOOMWRITER!

...that your students will 
receive immediately!

5 - MONITOR STUDENT PROGRESS, REVIEW SUBMISSIONS 
AND PROVIDE PERSONALIZED WRITING FEEDBACK

Monitor your students’ 
writing status in real-time. 


